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I write this opening on the fIrst official day of spring. The robins,
grackles and sun now shines over the spruce tree in the neighbor' s yard to
big warming my garden beds . It' s been a long winter for us here in
Minnesota and the bells are warming up in rehearsal halls aroWld the city. It
mls good, even if the muscles complain from time to time.
Am erican Morris Newsletter has gone through some visual
changes as you can see. I would like to take time to say a very big thank
you to Lisa Friedlander, graphic designer, design instructor, and excellent
Cotswold morris and rapper sword dancer, for taking considerable time to
redesign all the differem features of the Newsletter. From the covers of the
three pieces you receive with this mailing to the margins and point sizes on
the inside, the Newsletter looks and reads better than ever. Thank you again,
Lisa!
This issue brings varying points of view on the issue of massed
dancing. Thank you to those who took the time to place thoughts down on
paper and get them to me on time. The rest of the issue is filled with
smaller pieces ranging from Larry Jenning's thoughts on presenting a dance
to the public to a delightful doggerel of North American Morris sides
written by Lynn Noel, who recently has moved f rom Minneapolis to
Hanover. NH.
Enjoy the reading. Enjoy the dancing this spring and summer. As editor,
I will continue to keep up with correspondence the best I can under an
extremely intense professional schedule. I would like to plant the seed in
people's mind about the need for future change in leadership and how that
transfer might best happen.
Cheers!
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Pinewoods Camp -- Summer Jobs, 1992
Come spend a smnmer working, dancing, and swimming at Pinewoods
Camp. For those of you new to Pinewoods, it is a traditional dance and
music camp for adults and. families, near Plymouth, MA. The camp is on a
beautiful forested site between two freshwater ponds . The camp season
includes several sessions with ritual dance programs.
Crew members live at camp and work from early June through Labor
Day. They have some opponunities to participate in the programs.
Positions available: cooks, cook assistants, kitchen clean~ up crew, and
grounds crew. Applicants to volunteer also welcome. For details, write to:
Susannah Shewmaker, Manager, Pinewoods Camp, Inc., P .O . Box 193,
Brattleboro, VT 05302
Pinewoods Camp -- Dancing
Pinewoods Camp bas several opportunities for dance and music
instruction throughout the summer. During two of those weeks, ritual dance
and drama are prominently featured. Those camp sessions are: English
Dance Week - Augnst 15-22; Tim Bull from Mr. Jorrocks Morris
Men in England will teach a style of a ddington and some Molly Dances;
Andra Herzbrun Barrand will teach clog and Longsword; Jim Morrison will
also teach Cotswold morris as well as rapper; Jamie BeaLan will teacb the
beginning Cotswold classes; Kari Smith will leach Garland dancing.
Englisb and American Dance Week -- Aug-ust 22-29; Tony
Barrand andKari Smith will teach morris classes.
For further infonnation regarding registration, contact CDSS , 17 New
South St., Northampton, MA 0 1060 (413) 584-99 13
Buffalo Gap Dance Cam p
Buffalo Gap Camp, located near Capon Bridge, W est Virginia, holds to
weeks of programming where ritual dance is featured prominently. Family
Week -- July 4-11; Jim Morrison will teach Cotswold Morris; Ian Robb
will teach Northwest Morris.
English & Americ a n Danc e Week -- July 11 -18; Bruce
Hamilton will teach Cotswold Morris and Kappy Laning will teach Garland
dancing.
For further information regarding registration, contact CDSS, 17 New
South St., Northampton, MA 01060 (413) 584-9913
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Mendocino Country Dance Camp
The Bay Area CDS will hold its Dance Week at Mendocino Woodlands
in northern California July 11-18, 1992. Featured instruclors will be Jady
McGeen (longsword) John Dexter (Cotswold).
For further information regarding registration , call Flip Alpern
(707)459-2141.
Family Week at Camp Gualala, California
The Bay Area CDS and the Mendocino Country Dance Camps will
sponsor Family Week, July 2S-August 1, 1992 at Camp Gualala,
California, about three hours north of San Francisco. Ritual Dance will be
featured in the programming along with other American and English
Country Dance workshops.
For infonnation, please write or call Emily Houton and Jerry Allen,
3372 Victor Avenue, Oakland, CA 94602 (%10)531-7476.
Tbe Bell & Sword
English Traditional Dance Weekend
Misty City Morris is hosting a weekend of English Traditional Dance
February 5-7, 12..2.J.. at Fon Flager, Marrowstone Island, about 90
minutes northwest of Seattle. Rapper, Cotswold, Clog. Border, Mumming
Longsword and singing are to be featured . Staff will include Jim Morrison,
Alistair Brown and Andra He1Zbrun Bamlnd.
For information, contact Jackie Kiser (206)523 -3608 or write 6031
30th Ave. NE. Seattle, W A 98115
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To have massed dancing or not have massed dancing
(or something in between)? ...
or
Is it a massed dance or messed up dancing
(or something in between)? ...
AM N

invited AndIa Herzbrun Barrand (Vermont), Beth Hennessy
(Minnesota), and Jody McGeen (California) to write a perspective on the
role of massed dancing in the Ales that they have been involved in
organizing. Answering the caJl for opinions from the "masses", the
Newsletter received material from John Lippincot (Mianus River), Patrice
Bennet-Alder (NEFFA), and Peggy Myers (Baltimore). I have taken the step
and even described my personal position on the topic . Their ideas are
presented here to stimulate discussion on the changing role of the massed
dance at public performances in North America. If readers have further
statements to present, please forward them for future issues. -- J.e.

Brickwedde
Description # 1

Andra .Herzbnm Barrand
Marlboro Morris & Sword
The music begins. An orchestra of reeds, strings, whistles and drums
strikes up the tune with a "once to yourself'. The dancers stand poised and
ready to move on the next phrase and suddenly, the air resonates with me
ringing of ten thousand bells. Four hundred handkerchiefs wave in the air,
and the audience is treate.d to a painting; a myriad of color and sOlmd and
tex.ture, flavored with excitement. This is a massed Morris Dance.
The Marlboro Ale began in 1976. When the event was first created one
of the main goals was to entertain the crowds. We wanted to presen t the
audience with a spectacle that they would tum out for year after year; an
exhibition of great dancing that would keep people interested, and mark the
arrival of spring.
To the uneduca ted eye, all Morris Dancing boils down to three, possibly
four dances: the stick dance, the harlkie dance, the comer dance, and the hand
clapping dance. The little differences that define a "tradition" are all nuances
to the Morris connoisseur. When putting together the first Marlboro Morris
Ale, we tried to consider what would make the best show. We knew that an
average audience would tire quickly of a parade of teams strutting their Sluff,
one right after the other, so we deci ded to intersperse massed dance s
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whenever it seemed desirable. These were often performed on smaller tours
and always at large massed gatherings. They served two purposes; to provide
a contrast for the audience and to give dancers more of an opportunity to

daoce.
Back in the seventies, when Morris teams were jusL beginning La spring
up allover the country, and when we were very young, there was a
tremendous enthusiasm for information. We all wanted LO learn as much as
we could, as many dances as possible, and as many traditions. Many took
classes at Plnewoods or at other CDSS sponsored events. Some learned
from their own Morris teams. Still others gleaned what infonnation they
could from manuscripts and trips to the "Mother Country". It seemed that
back then there were alot of sides performing multiple traditions. Asking
teams to Jean a few new dances for massed dancing did not feel at all strange,
rather it was an exciting challenge to try something new.
The massed dance list was selected from a variety of traditions based on
those with which many people already seemed to be familiar, and on
simplicity. The list included among others: (Bampton) Highland Mary, Step
and Fetch Her, Bonny Green Garters; (Fieldtown) Step Back, Balance the
Straw; (Bledington) Morning Star; Adderbury) Bluebells of Scotland,
Constant Billy; (Headington) 29th of May; (Winster) Processional In early
years, directions for the dance were sent out to teams and the dances were
reviewed on Friday night after people had set up their tents and had had a few
beers. In later years, as the Bacon manual became more available, only the
list of dances was sent out and a review session held.
This custom held its course for years, despite the growing evidence that
more and more sides were only dancing one tradition and did not have time
or the inclination to teach their newer members the massed dances. About
seven years ago this became difficult to ignore. The same old dancers were
getting up to do massed dances, and as these dancers left for greener pastures
fewer and fewer teams were able to put up sides for dancing. In addition, we
were beginning to see "Other Morris" groups who had no connection to the
Cotswold massed dances.
At the same time there was a minor revolution in the "politics" of show
dancing. We had always had a policy that every side would dance at
Marlboro, and would have another opportunity to dance either at Bral1leboro
on Saturday or at Newfane on Sunday. A few teams were asked to perform at
both places, but the question of deciding who would dance where became
difficult as the quality of dancing increased along with the demand for
visibility. It became such an issue that several sides did not even bother to
show up at a massed dance stand if they knew their side individually were
not going to perfonn. Il was at this point that the massed dancing began its
decline at the Marlboro Ale.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1]
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In order to make room for all sides to dance in all three places we had to
remove something from the performance. Since there were fewer and fewer
dancers getting up for the old massed dances anyway, we took a closer look
at them and decided !hal if it seemed the situation demanded a contrast, the
Me. could invite several teams with a common repertoire to perform a
dance together. In some case this might serve as their show dance.
That idea was difficult to implement because it was nOl always easy to
fmd sides with common dances, and even then they were not necessarily
willing to give U]) a show ~'POt to dance a "throw-away" dance with another
group. It seemed, by this time, that although the audience still liked to see a
massed dance, the dancers were rebelling against performing them.
Another thing that changed was the level of sophistication with which
the audience viewed the performances. After fifteen years of watching Morris
Dancing they were able to see what they liked and what was good. They had
become able to clap at a brilliant moment in an endless comer dance, if the
dancing deserved such recognition. They had become Morris experts and
were there to see the show. If they didn't like it they were free to leave. But
they always stayed.
Has massed dancing had any effect on the sides who have attended the
Marlboro Ale? I think, perhaps, it is quite the opposite. The direction sides
have taken seem to have e ffe cted the massed dancing. Because of the
increased desire (on the east coast., anyway) to specialize, fewer teams have
been willing to give up their practice time to learn a dance they will only
perform at an Ale with a group of other people. Teams would rather show
off what they can do well.
There is still " social Morris" at the Marlboro Ale on Friday nights, after
the tents have been pitched and a few beers downed. One of the old massed
dances is called and a few people get up and have a good laugh as they
stumble through it. We still use the W inster Processional to descend on a
dance site, and Bonny Green to recess. Occasionally, there might be a
Highland Mary called, but , for the most part, massed dances seem to have
gone with the winds of change.
Discussion #2
Beth Hennessy
Bells-of-the-North Morris Dancers
I coordinated the organization for the 1990 Midwest Morris Ale that was
held in Minnesota. Massed dances have always been a part of the Midwest
Morris Ale. For the 1990 Ale, I assigned chairs to committees on Massed
Dances and Workshops. Ed Stem (foreman of Minnesota Traditional Morris)
and Libbie Henderson (Musician and former foreman of the Bells of the
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North) co-chaired this committee. They were responsible for deciding which
massed dances were selected.
Although massed dances do not stay exactly the same from year to year,
there is generally quite a carry-over from previous years. 1 don't recall that
there has ever been a totally new slate of dances. However, each year it
seems there is at least one new dance selected. I think this combination of
oldies but goodjes along with some new dances meets the varied needs of the
dancers. Massed dancing should be done by as many as possible, so the
dances need to be able to be learned (a quick: teaching of massed dances is
generally done late Friday nighL at the start of the Ale weekend). On the
other hand, folks who have been coming to Ales for many years get bored
with some of the oldies. New dances help to keep them participating in
massed dancing.
In 1990 ten dances from five traditions were included as massed dances.
Probably around five or six were danced all the time, and the rest hardly at
all. This tends to happen every year. Most get done at least once, but then
favorites get established. The number of traditions used is a result o f
surveyi ng who is coming and what they know. The expectation is not that
everyone can dance everything, but that everyone will get at least some
chance to dance. The odd, difficult dances often are loved and used, and
sometimes show up later in the repertory of teams.
One of the thin gs done in organizing this Ale was to look at the
comments from previous organizers. Most comments had to do with the
number of dances that should be selected. The need to have enough different
dances to do between show dances was noted. One year, it was suggested
that seven to nine dances seemed about right, and it was further suggested
that most should be easy and some should not be physically demanding.
"Dancers do get tired."
I think the spectacle of 150 - 200 morris dancers all dancing at the same
time is a good audience pleaser. Although the dancing may not be as
coordinated (and styling may be lacking!), dances that make use of particular
movements can be very effective none- tbe-less (for examp le, I think
Bledington Morning Star is nice because of all the hankies circling together
and Adderbury Lads a Bunchum is good because of "bats high"). The simple
mass of dancers has value in and of itself.
At the Midwest Morris Ale, I feel that there is a desire to dance with
members of other teams. We see so little of other morris dancers, since the
Midwest teams are spread so far apart in distance. The massed dances provide
an opponunity to dance with other morri s dancers and, as a resolt, to meet
them and talk with them afterwards. Show dances alternating with massed
dances on Saturday morning at the campground has become a tmdition at the
Midwest Morris Ale. It is when we get to see and interact with other team s

J
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as team members. r think is is an important beginning to the weekend. A
previous organizer commented, "Mass(ed) dancing starts the Ale for many
dancers and cannot be left out of Saturday morning without creating a great
vacuum within the hearts of those dancers." In addition, at the Midwest
Ales, teams touring together often perfonn massed dances throughout the
day in order to provide some variety on their tour stops. And the Midwest
Morris Ale has aJways welcomed l>artiaJ teams and individuaJs. Massed
dances give them an opportunity to dance, too.
The sociaJ aspect of massed dancing seems very important Many of us,
in spite of doing this rather outgoing type of dancing, can be quite shy. We
have difficulty in approaching and talking to new people. Massed dances
give us a way to begin talking to someone from another team. We compare
notes on how our styling differs, how long we've been dancing, what
traditions we're familiar with, etc. One thing leads to another, soon we're
friends, and we look forward to seeing each other again next year at the Ale.
Most of us aren't only interested in seeing learns , we want to meet
indivitWals. Sure, this can happen in other settings, but dancing together is
probably the easiest and most accessible way of getting this to happen.
After all, dancing is what brought us all to the Ale in the first place!

local team practiced. Disappointed, but nOl one to give up, I continued to
make myself useful at aJes and eventually was asked to hobby. What a
thrill1 I donned my never-worn-before bells and carried on with the rest of
the fools; when exhausted, I played cymbals for another side. I created a kit,
named my 'team' 'The Shy Maiden of Baltimore," and began to find a place
in the wonderful world of morris dancing.
But it was mass dancing that made my strange membership complete!
Soon dancers were inviting me to join the processionaJ and I learned the
mass dances most common in our region. And then it Happened -- one day I
was invited to dance! It was everything I thought it would be: the
camaraderie, support, joy, fun and sense of community. But there was more;
I realized that mass dancing celebrated not only the commonality but aJso
the diversity of individuaJs, groups and locaJes. lL was not competitive; it
was not theatrical performance; it was quite simply the thrill of folks
dancing.
I look forward to a more conventional affiliation. but for now I continue
to hobby. giving "magic feathers" to onlookers and answering questions
about the strange rituaJs they witness. But my heart is full; my body waits;
my soul listens for the call, "Mass dance, everyone: Highland Mary!"

Discussion #3
To Mass is a Must
Peggy Myers
Shy Maiden of BaJtimore

Discussion #4
Patrice Bennet-Alder
New England Folk Festival (NEFF A)

My ftrst exposure to morris dancing was in the spring of 1990 at the CDSS
75th Anniversary Celebration at the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C. My
next encounter was a few months later at the ComwaJl Folk FestiVal in
England. As a movement analyst and teacher of ballet, modern dance and tai
chi, I was fascinated by the subtle differences in footwork, arm movements,
and spatiaJ patterns among the individual tearns. But on both occasions, my
heart was won by the mass dances. Here the camaraderie, rappan, support,
joy, fun and sense of community were evident. As an observer, I was moved
by the idea that so many people who loved to dance could do it together.
The world seemed like a more friendly place and I wondered why morris
dancing wasn't taught in school and why there weren' t sword teams instead
of football teams.
Of course, after this awakening of the soul, I took the next step and began
dating a morris dancer. I should have predicted what would follow ... buc alas!
After attending too many aJes and festivals as a groupie disguised in morris
mule clothing, I decided to plunge right in and give it a try myself.
Circumstances, however, prevented my availabili ty on the evenings my

This is my second year being in charge of scheduling Morris Dancing
at New England Folk FestivaJ (NEFFA) in April. It seemed to us that
participation in Massed Dancing at NEFFA and other Boston Area large
events has been decreasing. At NEFFA there has been Massed Dancing on
Saturday for about twelve teams, and on Sunday for about eight teams.
Sometimes only four sides would get up for a dance, which I found
embarrassing.
There is a list of "New England Standards," which a team may teach
their new members. The local chapter of CDS has had workshops for the
last few years to teach these standards, purposefully finishing in time for
NEFFA. I don't know what happened before I was scheduling NEFFA, but I
have given the people running the workshop the names of Massed Dances
that will be on the list for NEFFA. Since NEFFA starts the season for
many New England teams, the easiest thing is just (0 continue with this Ijst
all season, since more people know the dances.
Las September Rebecca and I sent out a leiter [Q teams that tend to
come to NEFFA and other Boston Area major events. We asked fo r
suggestions for dances , and what the people thought would increase
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enthusiasm for doing Massed Dances. The response boiled down to two
issues: dances and scheduling.
DANCES:
Some dances were too tiring, some were "the same old dances," some
were unfamiliar and the teams were not motivated to learn them if they were
not given the list until March for an April evenL
So in November I sent the tearns a ballot, listing the dances they had
suggested. I included music and steps to the dances that were not New
England Standards. The ballot said KEEP IT / mASH IT / SEND NOTES.
I got a useful response. At NEFFA I will give the fin al list (with a few
other standards thrown in) to the Master of Ceremonies when s/he meets
with the team Squires immediately before the Massed Event. I will teU them
how many dances and when. and they will decide which ones and in what
order.
SCHEDULE:
A strong response from the dancers was that large events such as
NEFFA discourage Massed Dancing because of the long wail for your tum
to dance, the large collection of people you want to chat with, and all the
other Festival events you cannot concentrale on because you have to be in
kit and ready to dance. This is especially frustrating for women, who may
prefer to be in skirts for other events. What to do?
We will try two Massed Events on Saturday, one in the middle of the
day and one at the end; move the Massed Event on Sunday to the middle of
the day. Now we can have show dancing alternating 1:1 with massed dances,
rather than 2:1, so peopJe stay moving and don't have to stand around in the
cold as much. All the teams that are scheduled for a Massed Event at
NEFFA are scheduled for hourly tours in the same half of the day. so they
can develop a sense of "belonging" with the other six or seven teams in
their Massed Event If someone wants to pig out on massed dancing, they
have three chances during the weekend.
By the time New England team members read this, they will have
lived out this experiment I hope they think it worked out well.
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Discussion #5
Jobo Lippincott
Mianus River Morris
Here's my two cents worth on massed dancing.
To me, the massed dance is the most fun, the sound and sight of a sea
of kits, hankies and bells is a sort of peak experience--I always love that
everyone dances with everyone else regardless of team. NEFFA, the 5 Day
Wonder and the Mixed Ale's best dancing moments for me are the massed
dances.
Discussion #6
James C. Brickwedde
Ramsey ' s Braggarts Morris Men
My feelings regarding massed dancing have changed immensely over the
years. I still believe there is a place for lhis spectacle at an Ale. However,
when I receive an invitation to an ale where as many as eleven to thirteen
dances from five to seven different traditions are featured I feel something
has gone awry.
There are three points that need to be considered regarding massed
dances: the impact on the audience. the impact on what the dancers
experience, and the impact on new dancers and inexperienced sides present at
the Ale. The audience, when presented with a WinSler Processional, a
Soldier Oh Processional or a Bonny Green Garters Recessional are treated to
a spectacle of intense pleasure. Here in the Midwest, thanks to tbe
proselytizing of MiIUlesota Traditional Morris, the Abram's Circle Dance, in
its modified Cotswold form, has been used to give the audience a sense of
awe of many working as one. A massed dance inserted strategically into the
middle of a dance display provides a similar feeling. However, too many
massed dances drags out a dance display beyond the coping skills of most
audiences never mind the dancers themselves. A public performance by
morris dancers is just that, a performance for an audience! Much care should
be taken in which massed dances are chosen and performed before that
public. Massed dancing is one thing; massed chaos another. Too many
times, this is the furthest from the dance organizers' perspective.
The dancers can truly gain a communal and artistic high being in the
midst of massed dance. A dancer can also experience injury and defeat when
suddenly in a set that knows little of what it is doing and embarrasses itself
before the public if not protec ted fro m view within the middle o f the
masses. All that is said about dancing with members from other sides and
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getting to dance an "oldie but goodies" or a "I've always wanted to learn Lhis
dance" is true. What r would like to ask is is this not the kind of morris
dancer experience best Left to the "on site" dance demonstrations and "after
parties and socials" that accompany all Ales? Should not the massed dances
perfonned before the public be a core of well seasoned dances that are
performed consistently and provide the emotional and artistic experience an
audience, and dancers, seek?
Where my personal bias truly shows regarding massed dances is the
effect on new dancers and on inexperienced sides. I am a foreman of a side
that chooses to do a single tradition. I have arrived at this choice after
having been a member of four other sides over the years where multiple
traditions were danced. In those cases., massed dances tended to further dilute
repertoire to the point where trying to maintain any stylistic standard
became difficulL I can vividly remember returning from more than one Ale
in my early youthful, passionate days as a moms dancer advocating doing
this dance or that dance. Doing everything seemed an attainable goal. More
than anything, it diluted the artistic strength of the side. Now that I am a
more seasoned, youthful and passionate morris dancer (slightly more cranky
though still under fony) I have come to cherish knowing a dance or tradition
that fits like a glove and in which one can excel to new heights and
interpretations. Attending Ales where I meet brand new sides that still are
struggling to gain stylistic cohesion an over abundance of massed dancing
can be detrimental. Although not intended by the hosts, the social pressure
of being "in on the massed dances" is there; doing it all is the expectation. I
have yet to meet any dancer, never mind a whole side, who can perform in
public everything well without it all looking the same. W hy do we as
organizers of Ales put that pressure on l1erlgling dancers?
Solutions? Each Ale will have to make its own decision. I recommend
that massed dancing for audience consumption be drdwn from a consistent
and concise core of dances that can be performed well before the pubiic.
What is done after hours or amongst sides can be as free as you wish . The
public deserves better than what is often presented and produced.

CALLING A MORRIS DANCE
Larry Jennings
Black Jokers

What is meanl by "calling a dance" ?
In the Jokers' tradition, "calling a dance" means to be responsible for
the team ' s presentation of that dance. The caller is identified by his dancing
the #1 position , is expected to make oral calls, and is the one to give
authoritative answers to any questions. Other teams may have different
traditions, perhaps know ing each other so well that communication is
unspoken and decisions are made instantaneously by consensus. Even so,
most of the things that 1 mention below have to be considered; adapt our
ways to your situation.

Why slwuld anyone other lhan the team/oreman do the calling?
So different people can project their own individuality, thus lending
variety to the perfonnance.
Because it trains team members to take the foreman's job if need be.
Because calling improves the caller's understanding of the dance--an
investment in his future contribution to the team .
To salve an ego--nOl so bad as it sounds so long as the callerrealizes
that an indifferent j ob may satisfy his ego, but nol his esteem in the eyes of
the team. A good job is a good job, even if done for ego.
After all, the foreman can't do every dance.

What are the calLer's objectives?
To achieve a performance depicting the best traditions of the team-
typically, precise but not military , vigorous yeL relaxed, reasonably formal
but not stilted.
To shape, even control, activities without appearing bossy.

How do you, the caller, achieve th£se objectives?
Take responsibility for everything that's connected with your dance
slot. Although the tour captain may help, it's your problem to get together
a side, to make sure the music is set, to see that the correct sticks are
available, etc.
Be aware of wbat is going on between the team and the audience. Be
prepared to coordinate with the fool, the hobby. and (particularly) with
anyone who is bagging. Arrange whether you, someone else, or no one will
make announcernenlS to the crowd.
Decide logistical details in advance, particularly where the sel will
form and whether a fiducial marker is available. (It is much easier for the set
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to keep its shape if it returns to a place known to each dancer.)
Assess any gaps in the side's knowledge of the dance. If necessary,
help close these gaps with very succinct, well-directed, reminders.
Authoritatively, but unobtrusively, set yoursel f and the side with
respect to the fiducial marker, check that everyone is ready, and signal the
musician to start
Call the dance authoritatively with the sole objective of displaying
the team to best advantage.
Be aware of what's going on.
Give special attention to insuring a crisp ending to the dance.
Continue being in charge until responsi bility devolves on the tour
captain-at least until the side has disbanded.

What are the most common "don't" s?
Don'l take anything for granted.
Don't dissipate your authority by setting a bad example or invoking
irrelevancies.
Don't fidget or otherwise be unclear about how you want the set
positioned.
Don't be late with your calls. (If any dancer is a bit shaky, be a little
early.)
Don't preach or do other things that should be restricted to practice,
particularly while the dance is in progress.
Don't make corrections that cannOl be implememed because the
damage has already been done. Common case: "Watch the lines! "
Don't make excuses or blame the dancers for your sboncomings. Just
do better next time.

Are there any "do's"?
Do take your job seriously, but
Do exude relaxation in a confident way.
Do anticipate problems.
Do give compliments when warranted.

What about the audience?
Respect and interact with them.
Warn them if they need to move back or if you have other requests of
them, but don' t be bossy just to be bossy.
Tell them what' s going on, especially if you are closing up shop [or
thar S[()P, i.e., don' t let them stand around awaiting more dancing in vain.
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Study dances and dancing.
Prepare a dance list and crib sheet.
If you are at all insecure in the foot and hand work, practice them so
you can devote your attention to ream action when dancing.

What do you do at practice to prepare yourself!
Your relationship to the ream, the respect they have for you, is your
most important asset You will certainly want to develop this asset.
Establish a reputation for saying words that help, avoiding words that
are non-constructive or self-serving or superfluous or incorrect or ill-prepared
or long-winded. You want people to feel that whatever you say is worth
listening to and authoritative.
Insist on your right to do some practice calling. Don't be apologetic
but do ask for constructive criticism. (In general, people will want to be
supportive, even to the extent of withholding helpful criticism unless you
ask for it.)
Think: about the balance among adequate discipline, relaxed good
fellowship, and satisfying dancer performance. Can you foster the correct
balance? Can you recognize it? How are your peers doing?
Your interactions with the team at practice will have more influence
on the success or failure of your calling than any technical considerations I
might state. Make sure you represent yo urself as you want to.

Anything else?
Observe how others do their cailing. at tours and at practice. Make
your contribution to the world by emulating those things you find desirable,
improving on those things that you are able to improve on.

MORRISCA GEOGRAPHICA
A TraveJer's Tale of the North American Morris
Lynn Noel
lEd. note: The following article contains all teams in the 1991 AMN
Directory. The author says, "It was recited at Marlboro and Toronto and
gained some small fame--/' m going 10 stop telling it and let your print it
because it's too hard to keep memorizedl You may want to challenge readers
to accountfor all defunct teams. or something. Enjoy!" ]
Rock Creek began as a poking brook that flowed through the foggy
bottom of the Blackstone Valley of Anglet.erre, where the three rivers wound
their way westerly through the greenwood. A sweet spring high in the
sourwoods of the Bluemont was irs source, where grand rapids rushed down
the mossy backs of the Moose Mountain to joint the swift river at Deer
Creek at the old deer field. There in the island thyme of Tiddley's Cove, the
srarling nested in the hollyrree and mountain magnolia bloomed in the
ravenswood, while Jack-in-the-green courted Wakerobin wim mayapple and
moreton bay fig in the mayfield under the twin spruce on Spruce Hill.
Lord Hill, the Bouwerie Boys of Earlham called il, for through the
pinewoods ran the Queen's way to the old castle in Castlewood, where many
a merrie mac had a fair hope of turning a ha'penny as a capering roister in
the court square or on the three village greens. Black jokers there were and
circle weavers too in the juggler meadow, capering in a ring 0' bells in the
greenbush to the green fiddle at the foot of the green mounlain called
Kingsessing. Merry heymakers beat the goatshead to gather the winfrey
beJles, the Belles of York, the maroon bells and bells of the north, those
black-eyed Susans, and their step sisters too, to tread the l Ose galliard wim
those shepherds, eh? There too in that windy city gathered the men of
Houston, of Albemarle and Marlboro, Lexington and Putney, to raise their
VOl]JaI swords over Sopris in a Banb ury Cross under the rainrree on the
pierremont
Bread and roses there were to be had in that forest city, where the red
rose, the wild rose, the briar rose, the heather and rose and thorn twined in
mystic qupaw garlands round the hearts of oak. Oak apples hung in the ash
groves of Thornden in the Bloomington Quarry. and the Bassett Street
Hounds roved through the fox valley of Huntingdon. Loud from the green
mountain rang the horn of the hunter of Canterbury, thal laugfuing man, and
Ihrough woods hole and marsh island ran Reynardine, seeking new haven
high in some rocky mountain.
Nor did the revelry end at sunset in those days of rural felicity. Under
the light of the old half moon, any a jack tar with a half crown would am ble
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on down to the Dew Drop Inn by the malt mill in the new towne at Miller's
River (or Millstone River , as some highland marys called it). There
underground beyond the fiddler's reach. Jones's ale was poured from casks of
Keeweeoaw stout wood until Orion hailed the morning star. Over lemon and
capers in the Old Rose and Crown, Arky 's Toast was raised by rapscallions
and Ramsey's Braggarts from Minnesota to the Mason-Dixon Border, and
black sheep from Binghamton, Berea, Berkshire and Berkeley blamed
Barleycorn for the madcap shambles that more or less resulted from their
midnight capers in the moonwood.
But nonesuch fiddlesticks are seen in these multicultural days. Today
the Mianus River flows through a checkerboard of cornstalks from the
prairie waves of Arkansas to the hogtown of Harrisville, and by the time it
reaches the iron city of the Thames Valley it is a muddy river indeed. The
Queen Anne's Lace is an iron rose on the banks of the Oleruangy, and nary a
birch leaf blooms in that hole-in-the-bog on the hillside that once was
Holyrood. Hell' s Bottom they call it now in this new world, where the lake
effect and the ribbonsteel have tied their swords of gridlock in a Ballard
Lock. Baltimorris minors fly by night in a griggstown lock at Uptown-on
Calhoun, where the six-in-hand once jogged along the greenbelt, and in
those provisional pubs of Pythian Street in Portland they serve asworded
nuts from Eugene with never a penny royal of Emperor Norton 's Imperial
ale. To the four corners of the land from Ann Arbor to Vancouver, from
Toronto to Traverse-on-Boardman, they make a shandygaff of the ritual
drama not worth a tenpenny bit.
So call that long tall sword and the short sword too, the longwood
and the heartwood , the stout sex, the fair sex and furthermorri s the
middlesex. Must the trumpet run to sound the last twilight bells for hankies
gone awry? Come, my friends, ' tis a fool's choice.

'TeUl'll. News
Hart's Brook Garland Women, Massachusetts
We have begun practices for am second season of dancing out, with a
very encouraging turnout of both new and returning dancers. We look
forward to presenting again the two dances we learned last February from
Tony Barrand at a workshop hosted by Wild Rose in Gre.at Barrington, and
adding at lease one new (to us) dance.
We practice on Wednesday nights, 7-9pm, at the Hartsbrook Waldorf
School in Hadley (but we are named after the brook, TIm the school!) from
Jannary through May. Many of us find it is important to keep il seasonal,
although there are some who would like to make an extended commitment
(watch for fulUre developments!). We look forward to dancing oul again in
May with other loca1leams including Juggler Meadow and the Hart 's Brook
Morris Men.
I'd like 10 thank the Court Square Women for the original inspiration
(Marlboro AJe, 1980) and Wild Rose Garland for their support, Tony Barrand
for being such a tireless teacher, and, of course, !.he Han' s Brook Women for
making it possible! -- Sarah Strong, foreman

Village Green Morris Men, Winnipeg, Manitoba
The Village Green Morris Men particularly enjoyed taking part in two
weekend festivals last sum mer: the So uth-Central Manitoba Festival of
Nations, held in Treheme, Manitoba, and the East Grand Forks Heritage
Days, he ld in Turtle R iver State Park, North Dakota. Other highl ights
included appearing once again as the "ten lords a-leaping" in CBC
television' s imaginative shopper's guide to the twelve days of Christmas,
perfonning in Scottish Heri tage Day at the restored marketplace by the forks
of !.he Red and Assiniboine rivers in downto wn W innipeg, and dmlCing for a
medieval feast in Morden, M.anitoba.
Despite talk of change , we continue to dance mostly Fieldtown with a
scattering of HeadiFlgton , Brunp ton and Il mington pl us longswonl O ur
demographics are distinctive. When at full strength, we have nine members
over 40, fi ve members under 20, and one poor soul stranded in the middle. -
Dan Stone
Baltimorris,

Baltimore, MD

Changes are afoot here in Charm City! First we changed our foreman
from the dedicated and talented Gene Baron to the equa]ly talented, but
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unfortunately seldom seen David Macemon. Then we got really radical and
changed our kit! For those of you preparing a field guide for American
Morris dancers, we now spon Lord Baltimore' s colors, red, black and gold
(or yield sign yellow as we like to call it). The new kit made its debut at our
Hallowe' en ale and we prepared for this moment by ceremoniously ripping
off our old baldrics and dumping them in a heap after our last dance at the
Bluemont Ale. Although the natty new vests (waistcoats) in red and black
may look something like waiters' outfits, we all agree that they look beuer
on everyone than the baldrics did . If all that change was not enough, we now
have a new squire. L aura Robertson is the lucky soul.
W e' ve been blessed with some able new recruits, one of them is a
second geoeration morris dancer and we're looking forward to a busy Spring
season. The one thing we haven't changed is our main tradition; we're still
the folks who put the odd in Oddington! Look for some neo-rradtitional
dances this spring! -- Elaine Bradtke
HelJ's Bottom M o rris & Sword International, Washington, D.C.
Hell 's Bottom Morris and Sword International foists to avouch that
they just completed !.heir first full year (1991) as a coterie. WefI danced
Mayday in High Park in Toromo, as in Ontario, as well as in one of their
local Catholic elementary schools. Later, that summer, HBM danced the
Foolish jig at Pinewoods Folk Music week about a late May Pole - it was
July - and then for all the children at Family Week. All of the Hell ' s
BOltom s - whoever they may be • and some are reluctant to admit it 
showed up for the Green Fiddle Ale in Toronto, appropriately crossing the
border into B ritish Land Rovers, compliments of Land Rover, our unofficial
sponsor for the trip. A high lite of the tour was a triple fool' s j ig performed
at the Toronto Zoo - the proper place for the evenL (it's documented on
video). My thanks to Michael (Bluemont), Cynthia (Oak Apple) and lovely
Ms. Barbara on the Golden Flute fo r making the dance happen.
The W inter Solstice foun d HBM with the FBMM at a gathering of
drumming kids at the local library , where we wowed them with some
ritualistic, mythopoetic dance. The year ended with HBM masquerading at
lunch at Winter Ashokan at New Years. The first? linear Fool's Jig was
perfonned for all the well j ed campers. AJong with the dance was a message
about pyrotechnics, orotundity and turgidity on the dance floor. Apparently
only a FOOL would deliver that communique. And so ends this dispatch.
1992 started on the 12th night Xmas tree burning party at Quail Hill.
HB M perfonned the fust Ginger Bread Smashing Dance for all the little and
big kids at the occasion -- Stan Fowler, the Lone Bottom
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Country Dance & Song Society
RituaJ Dance & Drama Resource Materials
17 New South Street, Northampton, MA 01060

413-584·9913

===========================
"

- A-el\
BIITER..IA1£
MAKE THIS

A FIRM DATE
ON YOUR CALENDAR!
SEPTEMBER 11 - 13, 1992

- - - Join your hosts - - 
The Vancouver Morris Men
and TIddley Cove Morris,
in the beautiful city of
Vancouver, British Columbia,
- - - - Canada - - - 
Hurry, admission is by registration

only and space is limIted!

For information contact:
Brian Chisholm
9411 Glenbrook Drive,
Richmond, B.C., wnada V7/\ 1X9
or call Grey Gledhill at (604 ) 591 -82 78

The foUowing are selected [jstings from the CDSS Catalog
Whistles
Accompanying Lunebook Opus
Three-Hole Pipe Generation "D"
Pocus: The John Kirkpatrick &
Brass
S 6.75
Sue Harris Tunebook
$14.75
Nickel-plated
7.00
Clog
Tin Whistle Clarke
$10.00
"c" Whistle
"D"Whistle
10.00 English C log Dance Steps:
Hornpipe, Waltz & Reel, Third
Tin Whistle Generation "D"
Edition Anthony G. Barrand
Brass
$ 6.00
Nolalions for the reel, hornpipe and
Nickelplated
7.00
waltz clog steps found on a clog dance
video available Cor rent through CDSS
The Pipe and Tabor Tutor
Dick Bagwell
A self teaching method with cassette
and looe book. using examples from
the traclitional E nglish dance repertoire
to develop technique.
$ 15. 75

Morris On Ashley Hutchings &
Richard Thompson, et aI
Roll icking renditions of Morris tunes
and tradi tional songs with electric as
well as acoustic inslrUments. First
released in 1972.
510.50
Casselte
17.00
Compact Disc
10.50
Record

Sheepskins

John Kirkpatrick
Some LUnes used by the English border
morris sides The Shropshire Bedlams
and Martha R hoden's Tuppenny Dish
played on melodeon and concertina,
nOl necessarily at dance tempos.
SQZ 125C

Book

$8.00

Video (Reel # 12 - contaCl CDSS for
further details)

The Newcastle Series

Recordings

Cassette

(Reel #1 2). Also includes steps Tony
uses in his own dancing and teaching.

SI1.25

A series of publications designed for
the use of clog and step dancers,
providing valuable resource of
otherwise unpublished material.
10 publications - contact CDSS Cor
full listing and prices.
Order Information
10% discount for CDSS Members;
VISA, Mastercard accepted, Shipping
not included in prices. Paymenl must
be in USA currency.
Mail to: CDS S, 17 New South Street,
Northa mpton , MA 01060 or phone
(413) 584-9913 Office hours: 9:30
5:00pm M-F EST

Country Dance & Song Society
Ritual Dance & Drama Resource Materials
17 New South Street, Northampton, M A 01060

413-584-991 3

===========================

The foUowing are selected listings from the CDSS Catalog

.B.!ulks.
A Handbook ofMo"is Dances 
Lionel Bacon
Often referred to as "the Morris Bible"
this book includes the more common
dance traditions.
$32.00
The Morris Book. Volumes 1-5
Cecil J. Sharp and Herbert C.
Macllwaine
First published between 1911 and
1924, this collection includes
descriptions of dances from Headington
lImington, Adderbury, Bampton,
Castleton Garland and more. $39.00
Six Fools and A Dancer
Anthony G. Barrand
A history of the morris including a
look at its development in America,
issues around starting and maintaining
a new side and dance notations for
many traditions.
$25.50

Maurice
Sue Stops & Marc Vyvyan-Jones
A delightful children ' s story of a
hyperactive boy in search for an
activity to keep him out of trouble.
Guess what he discovers on a May
Day morn ing. Exceptional
illustrations.
$11.50

Equipm en t
Bell s
Small (3/4 inch)
$0.33
Medium (1 inch)
.37
Medium Plus (1 1/8 inch) .43
Large (1 3/8 inch)
.62

Longsword : Steel
33" in length; high quality
hardened and tempered steel blade with
a waxed satin finish. Imponed fro m
England.
$45.50

Longsword: Wood
Roy Dommet!' s Morris Notes
Roy Dommett & Anthony Barrand, ed.
A five volume set based upon Roy
Dommett's research with the field
notes of other collectors, his arcbive of
contemporary morris sides and his own
thoughts on the dance.
$93.00
Complete Set
$45.00
Volume I: Cotswold
Volume IT: Northwest Morris $1 5.00
Volume TIl: Garland Dances $12.00
$10.00
Volume IV: Sword Dances
Volume V: Other Morris
$1 8.00

Made of oak or maple. Overall
length 37". Made in Crozet, Virginia.
S4.75

Ra pper Sword
Hardened and tempered carbon
steel blade with a waxed satin fini sh.
Overall Length 28". Imponed from
England.
$45.50
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